


HISTORY OF MINSK MOTORCYCLES

�e production of motorcycles in Minsk traces its 

history back to 1951. It was the year when the first 

model of the motorcycle, which later became a legend, 

was produced. �e prototype was the German model 

DKW RT125, which had been in the arsenal of the 

Wehrmacht since 1941. �e allies decided that any 

plant that supplied arms to the Wehrmacht had to be 

eliminated. �erefore, as compensation for damage to 

the national economy of the USSR, the technical 

documentation and equipment from the DKW plant 

in Zschopau were brought to Minsk. �e fact that by 

1950 eight plants in seven countries were producing 

copies of this German model, including such 

prominent companies as BSA, Harley-Davidson, 

Royal Enfield and Yamaha, indicates that the choice of 

the prototype was the right one.

During the first year of the brand’s existence, more 

than 3,000 motorcycles were sold, and the following 

year saw the sales almost double. MINSK motorcycles 

were rapidly gaining popularity on the world market. 

By 1967, over 1 million motorcycles had been sold. 

Long service life, good maintainability and a high 

cross-country performance — these are the qualities 

which were key to the success of MINSK motorcycles 

both in our country and abroad.

Simple motorcycles are appreciated wherever people 

need low-cost vehicles. �is is confirmed by the 

geography of exports: from Brazil to Egypt, and from 

Cuba to Mongolia. Our motorcycles found their niche 

even in European countries such as the UK, Germany, 

France or Czech Republic. And in Vietnam, even a fan 

club of MINSK motorcycles was created and nume-

rous owners’ meetings were held.

�e motorcycle rallies on MINSK motorcycles, 

including Minsk — Pamir, Brest — Vladivostok, as 

well as Minsk — Dushanbe, organized jointly with the 

CSTO, became iconic ones. Racers on MINSK motor-

cycles regularly take part in sports events in such 

disciplines as motocross, enduro, motoball, and even 

motorcycle multi-discipline events. And in 2013, the 

brand received the People’s Choice Brand award for 

the first time. Over the 70 years of the company’s 

existence, more than 6.5 million motorcycles have 

been sold. And this number is not final, since MINSK 

motorcycles continue to be popular among motor 

enthusiasts  around  the world.

Today the production site of MINSK motorcycles is 

the largest one in Eastern Europe. In recent years, the 

range of motorcycles has significantly expanded — 

new models of motorcycles and scooters are intro-

duced every year. �e models are created using 

modern technologies and in cooperation with global 

motorcycle manufacturers.

Participants of the Brest-Vladivostok 

motorcycle rally returned to Minsk
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D4 50

A versatile MINSK D4 50 moped is a great option for those who are 

not quite ready for a powerful motorcycle, but no longer want to 

pedal a bicycle. MINSK D4 50 is suitable for a relaxed and 

comfortable ride around town or on country roads. It is equipped 

with a small-cc single-cylinder four-stroke gas engine, allowing to 

reach a speed of 45-50 km/h with a very low fuel consumption of 

2.2 liters per 100 kilometers. A full 8-liter tank is enough to cover a 

distance of 400 km.

The moped is equipped with a 4-speed gearbox, front disc and 

rear drum brakes, an electric starter and kickstarter, good-quality 

tires with high tread depth, and an informative dashboard. 

Original design, affordable price, fuel-saving on-road operation, 

ease of steering, cheap maintenance, riding comfort — all of 

these features are combined in MINSK D4 50, and it fully meets 

modern requirements.

CLASSIC
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D4 50 CLASSIC

FEATURES
Medium size and a small bicycle-type handlebar. The moped is suitable for 

people of shorter stature.

Standard suspension: telescopic fork at the front and two shock 

absorbers at the rear. The front suspension is protected from dirt with 

corrugations.

Two types of brakes — a rather quick and informative disc at the front, and 

a reliable and predictable drum at the rear.

The standard upright riding position. Soft and comfortable seats easily 

accommodate two people. There are handles and separate footpegs for 

the passenger.

Functional lights and LED turn signals.

There is an enclosed glove box under the seat, and a basket or other 

container can be attached to the standard rear luggage rack.

Equipped with standard safety bars and a protective chain-cover.



CLASSIC D4 50

Engine    49 cc, 1 cyl., 4 stroke, air cooling

Starter    electric / kickstarter

Power    2.7 hp (1.5 kW) @ 5,300 rpm

Torque    3.7 N·m @ 5,000 rpm

Max speed   45 km/h

Transmission    4-speed gearbox

Front suspension   telescopic fork

Rear suspension  two shock absorbers

Front / rear brakes   disc / drum

Front / rear wheels   2.50-17" / 2.75-17", alloy wheels

Length × Width × Height  1,920 × 760 × 1,060 mm

Wheelbase    1,230 mm

Ground clearance  210 mm

Fuel tank capacity  8 l

Fuel consumption    2.2 l/100 km

Curb weight   92 kg

COLORS
cherry

green

anthracite

black
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MINSK D4 125 is a simple, affordable and fuel-efficient motorcycle 

with a modern, balanced design, made for all kinds of road 

conditions. Thanks to its low weight, good balance and ease of 

steering, it is suitable for beginners. The bike’s minimalist design is 

aligned with the previous generations of MINSK motorcycles, but 

has modern stylistic touches as well. The bike’s main features are 

reliability, durability, and low-cost maintenance.

MINSK D4 125 makes it easy for a beginner to learn how to drive 

and operate the motorcycle. Beginner riders will be able to carry 

out basic repair and maintenance work themselves, thanks to the 

bike’s simple design.

D4 125
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D4 125 CLASSIC

FEATURES
The design is urban, neat, no-frills, but has all the necessary gauges and 

controls. The wide handlebar has a clear and informative dashboard with a 

speedometer.

The bike is equipped with a classic round headlight and taillight, and the 

turn signals are mounted on flexible spacers, which protect them from 

breakage in case of a fall.

The riding position is upright and comfortable, and the seat is made of 

non-slip material.

The carburetor engine is fuel-saving, easy to service and reliable in 

operation.

Fuel consumption is low, at 2.5 liters per 100 km on the highway. The 

motorcycle is assembled on a light pressed tube frame, which 

additionally reduces its weight.

The soft long travel suspension is made in the form of a telescopic fork 

and swingarm with two shock absorbers. The front brakes are 

hydraulically actuated disc brakes, and the rear brakes are drum brakes 

— a classic, time-tested solution for maintenance-friendly motorcycles 

assembled in Minsk.

Spoked wheels on stylish chrome rims not only determine the bike’s 

classic appearance, but also have an important function — they are easy 

to correct and adjust in case of an accidental encounter with a bump on 

the roadway.

Ground clearance is 210 mm, which allows to overcome all kinds of 

obstacles, potholes and bumps on the roads, and ride not only on asphalt, 

but also on the countryside or forest paths, as well as on a light off-road.
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COLORS

Engine     124 cc, 1 cyl., 4 stroke, air cooling

Starter     electric / kickstarter

Power     10.2 hp (7.6 kW) @ 8,500 rpm

Torque    8.5 N·m @ 7,000 rpm

Max speed    100 km/h

Transmission    5-speed gearbox

Front suspension   telescopic fork, leg diameter 37 mm

Rear suspension   two shock absorbers

Front / rear brakes   disc / drum

Front / rear wheels  3.00-18" / 3.00-18", spoked wheels

Length × Width × Height  2,020 × 760 × 1,080 mm

Wheelbase    1,340 mm

Ground clearance   210 mm

Fuel tank capacity   12 l

Fuel consumption    2.5 l/100 km

Curb weight    140 kg
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red

green

anthracite

black
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MINSK Hunter 150 / Ranger 200 models are designed primarily for 

use in forestry. They have high cross-country performance due to 

increased suspension travel, and the layout makes it possible to 

install a rear tire with a wider tread.

A specific feature of these models are their multiple attachments: a 

larger rear box, side and front boxes, protective bars, headlight 

guards, and hand guards. The wheels are spoked, which allows to 

increase the strength and resistance to external shock. On uneven 

and hard surfaces, they perform better than alloy wheels. The 

motorcycles  are  equipped  with  a  large  15-liter  fuel  tank. 

These models stand out for their low-cost maintenance, 

performance, and high-capacity boxes.
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HUNTER / RANGER CLASSIC

FEATURES
MINSK Hunter 150 / Ranger 200 are available in four colors and feature a 

classic, functional design. These models are equipped with a high and low 

beam headlight, reflectors and a large brake light.

This is a real workhorse with a good margin of safety for hard day-to-day 

work. The wheel diameter is 18 inches. Tires with large spikes make it easier 

to overcome obstacles and ride confidently off-road.

A big metal tank makes it possible to ride long distances without worrying 

about the presence of gas stations. The bike is equipped with a 

speedometer with an electronic gear shift sensor and a tachometer. The 

front and rear brakes are drum, easy to adjust. If necessary, they can be 

readjusted even in field conditions.

The rear suspension includes 2 reliable shock absorbers. The handle 

bar of regular diameter with low rise is protected by a special metal 

arch from damages in case the motorcycle falls. The handlebar also 

features a suction valve, allowing to start the bike without getting up 

from the seat.

These bikes are equipped with carburetors and single-cylinder four-

stroke engines with a long service life and quiet operation due to the 

balancing shaft. The manual transmission has 5 gears. Both the electric 

starter and the kickstarter can be used to start the engine.

These models are multifunctional transformers — if necessary, it is easy to 

increase the payload area. A rack with a cargo holder is located on the 

handlebar. There is also a large rack in the rear part, and special extensions 

for carrying loads are installed above the footpegs.
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CLASSIC HUNTER / RANGER

COLORS
HUNTER 150

dark green

HUNTER 150

green camouflage

RANGER 200

black

RANGER 200

white camouflage

Engine          Hunter 150: 150 cc cyl stroke air cooling, 1 ., 4 , 

      Ranger 200: 200 cc cyl stroke air cooling, 1 ., 4 , 

Starter     electric / kickstarter

Power     Hunter 150: 12.6 hp (9.4 kW) @ 9,500 rpm

     14 3 hp (10.7 kW) @ 7,500 rpmRanger 200:   .

Torque    Hunter 150: 11 N·m @ 7,500 rpm

    13.5 N·m @ 6,500 rpm Ranger 200:   

Max speed    100 km/h

Transmission    5-speed gearbox

Front suspension   telescopic fork

Rear suspension   two shock absorbers

Front / rear brakes   drum / drum

Front / rear wheels  3.00-18" / 3.25-18", spoked wheels

Length × Width × Height 2,120 × 870 × 1,070 mm

Wheelbase    1,375 mm

Ground clearance   200 mm

Seat height   810 mm

Fuel tank capacity   15 l

Fuel consumption    2.2 l/100 km

Max load    150 kg

Curb weight    154 kg
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The lightweight, maneuverable MINSK SCR 250 Scrambler with 

Japanese SHOWA suspensions is as confident in city traffic as it is 

on rough terrain, in the dirt and mud. It contains no superfluous 

details and fancy elements. 

MINSK Scrambler has a cheerful and daring character. In urban 

traffic, the bike confidently rushes off the traffic lights thanks to 

short gearing and low weight — a fully loaded motorcycle weighs 

only 142 kg. SCR 250 performs quite well on the highway as well, 

maintaining the cruising speed of 90 km/h quite confidently 

without vibration and rattling.

Compact, lean and eye-catching, it has earned the recognition of 

motorcyclists because of the original, bright and memorable 

design, which fits perfectly with the modern fashion trends. At 

the same time, it fully justifies its universal purpose.

URBAN

SCR 250



SCR 250 URBAN 

FEATURES
The birdcage frame not only provides a high level of rigidity, but is also a 

striking stylistic accent, emphasizing the bike’s brutal image.

The bike’s design features a minimum of plastic, with most parts made of 

steel or untreated aluminum.

The dashboard features an electronic speedometer and a pointer 

tachometer, the screen also displays the fuel level, the mileage and the 

enabled gear. It also has an indicator of turn signals and a USB port.

A wide, embossed leather seat brings maximum enjoyment on all types 

of roads. There is a comfortable handle for the passenger.

The exhaust system is made of variable-profile stainless tubing 

segments. Argon-arc welding with distinctive marks on the metal is an 

essential element of the bike’s aesthetics.

Responsive disc brakes are on two axles of the bike, a two-piston 

caliper in the front, and a single-piston one – in the rear.

Tires with an aggressive tread pattern – the base version has Cordial 

tires on spoke wheels with all-weather tread. The tires cling well to the 

ground and perform well on asphalt.

Bright LED headlight and LED optics.
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URBAN SCR 250

Engine     223 cc, 1 cyl., 4 stroke, air cooling

Starter     electric / kickstarter

Power     17 hp (12.7 kW) @ 7,500 rpm

Torque    17 N·m @ 6,500 rpm

Max speed    110 km/h

Transmission    6-speed gearbox

Front suspension   Showa telescopic inverted fork, 

    length 845 mm ± 3 mm, diameter 37 mm, 

    load 89 kg, stroke 289 mm

Rear suspension   Showa mono shock absorber,  length 375 mm 

    ± 3 mm, load 250 kg, stroke 70 mm

Front / rear wheels   110/90-17" / 130/80-17", spoked wheels

Length × Width × Height  2,020 × 820 × 1,115 mm

Wheelbase    1,370 mm

Ground clearance   210 mm

Seat height   820 mm

Fuel tank capacity   12.5 l

Fuel consumption    2.8 l/100 km

Curb weight    142 kg

COLORS

black

silver

black & red
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MINSK C4 250 is a representative of everyday two-wheeled 

transport, which can be used for moving around the city, on the 

highways and in the countryside. The bike is equipped with a four-

stroke engine with a 15.5 hp capacity, which provides a fairly fast 

acceleration and a dynamic ride. C4 250 is equipped with a five-

speed transmission and an informative dashboard.

This model is a typical “city dweller”, as evidenced by its high 

maneuverability and moderate top speed. C4 250 is simply perfect 

for the crowded city highways. Its low center of gravity and deep 

seating allow the driver to promptly change direction and choose 

the steepest turns without losing balance, even at low revs.

URBAN

C4 250



C4 250 URBAN 

FEATURES
The 250 cc, 4-stroke carburetor engine delivers 15.5 hp at 7,000 rpm. The 

single-cylinder engine block is perfectly air-cooled and lightens the overall 

design of the motorcycle.

C4 250’s dashboard has all the gauges you need, combining a 

speedometer, tachometer, fuel gauge, gear and turn indicators, high and 

low beam indicators.

A large, multi-reflector headlight goes well with the new design and 

features a wide beam of light, allowing you to cruise at night with 

confidence. Stylish turn signals match the modern look of the 

motorcycle.

The wide rear tire, highway tyres, as well as the low center of gravity 

add stability and good traction to the bike.

The handlebar is connected to the telescopic fork and can be adjusted 

to a comfortable riding position.
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URBAN C4 250

Engine     247 cc, 1 cyl., 4 stroke, air cooling

Starter     electric / kickstarter

Power     15.5 hp (11.6 kW) @ 7,000 rpm

Torque    17.5 N·m @ 5,500 rpm

Max speed    110 km/h

Transmission    5-speed gearbox

Front suspension   telescopic spring with two hydraulic 

    shock absorbers

Rear suspension   swinging spring with one hydraulic

    shock absorber

Front / rear brakes   disc / disc

Front / rear wheels   110/80-17" / 130/70-17", alloy wheels

Length × Width × Height  2,080 × 800 × 1,085 mm

Wheelbase    1,375 mm

Ground clearance   150 mm

Fuel tank capacity   15.5 l

Fuel consumption    2.1 l/100 km

Curb weight    137 kg

COLORS
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cherry

milk white

bronze
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MINSK C4 300 is a new stylish classic road bike. It has all the features 

of a powerful city bike, necessary for a comfortable ride both in the 

city and on the highway. 

C4 300 is equipped with a reliable gas engine with air and oil 

cooling. Its capacity is 282.7 cubic centimeters, power – 28.5 hp. 

The maximum speed is more than 130 km/h. It is quite enough for a 

feeling of speed and confidence on the road. The tank capacity is 

18 liters, which will allow you to travel long distances without 

refueling. 

The engine is built into a steel duplex frame. C4 300 is fitted with a 

telescopic inverted fork with a large leg diameter and increased 

travel. The rear suspension is a steel swingarm and mono shock 

absorber with stiffness adjustment. MINSK C4 300 is equipped 

with a full set of LED lights. The headlight, composed of a large 

number of LED elements, not only emits a lot of light, but also 

looks spectacular.

Thanks to its affordable price and ease of steering, it is an 

excellent choice both for beginners and experienced 

motorcycle enthusiasts alike.

URBAN

C4 300



C4 300 URBAN 

FEATURES
Small dimensions – the width of the motorcycle is only 78 cm. Thanks to this, 

the C4 300 cuts through traffic jams perfectly and remains maneuverable 

and easy to steer in city traffic.

The rear suspension adjustment makes it possible to configure the bike for 

any road surface and riding style.

Sufficient power for fast start from traffic lights and the ability to take 

over the cars in the traffic flow.

A large gas tank capacity and low fuel consumption allows you to ride for 

a long time without thinking about refueling.

The absence of fragile plastic and windshield minimizes damage from 

potential falls.

The air and oil cooling system prevents the engine from overheating in 

all operating modes, which is especially important on hot summer 

days.

Soft corrugated seat, comfortable footpegs and passenger handles are 

suitable for comfortable daily riding over any distances.

The front and rear brakes are disc brakes. Responsiveness and tenacity 

of brakes reduces the risk of possible accidents, makes driving in the city 

rhythm more comfortable and lets the beginners make their mistakes 

without any serious consequences.

The informative electronic dashboard makes getting used to the 

motorcycle controls quick and easy.
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URBAN C4 300

Engine     282.7 cc, 1 cyl., 4 stroke, air and oil cooling

Starter     electric / kickstarter

Power     28.5 hp (21.3 kW) @ 8,500 rpm

Torque    25.5 N·m @ 7,500 rpm

Max speed    130 km/h

Transmission    5-speed gearbox

Front suspension   telescopic inverted fork

Rear suspension   single shock absorber

Front / rear brakes   disc / disc

Front / rear wheels   110/70-17" / 140/60-17", alloy wheels

Length × Width × Height 2,000 × 820 × 1,115 mm

Wheelbase    1,340 mm

Ground clearance   260 mm

Seat height   800 mm

Fuel tank capacity   18 l

Fuel consumption    3.0 l/100 km

Curb weight    156 kg

COLORS
burgundy

bronze

black

turquoise
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MINSK CX 650 is a novelty among the motorcycles of the Belarusian 

brand MINSK.

CX 650 is a motorcycle with the aesthetics of the 80s, it revives the 

traditions of the good old days, when motorcycles were simple, 

reliable and suitable for riding on any kind of roads – from smooth 

asphalt to forest paths. But do not let the “retro” look mislead you, 

since the motorcycle is fitted with modern stuff and everything 

you need for a fast and safe ride, including the ABS system.

It is equipped with a single-cylinder 644 cc air and oil-cooled en-

gine and electronic fuel injection. It has 40 horsepower and a 

five-speed gearbox. This engine delivers fantastic torque that 

makes MINSK CX 650 a modern, fun and stylish motorcycle.

URBAN

CX 650



СX 650 URBAN 

FEATURES
An electric starter, front and rear disc brakes with ABS, a bright LED 

headlight. 

CX 650 scrambler is equipped with 17-inch spoked wheels with aluminum 

rims and has rather aggressive tires. Disc brakes are fitted on both wheels, 

and it is the first MINSK motorcycle with an ABS system. The front wheel 

has a radial brake caliper on a 320mm disc.

The riding position is well-balanced, with enough space around, despite 

the fact that the bike is generally small, and the comfortable seat will help 

you to avoid getting tired during long rides in any conditions.

The dashboard panel is made in a minimalistic design, corresponding to 

the general style of the motorcycle, in the form of a round analog clock 

with a tachometer. The LED optics are responsible for the bright 

illumination at any time of day.

The undercarriage consists of a steel chassis with rectangular section, 

a telescopic fork with 43mm legs and a rear monoshock suspension. 

You will easily overcome any obstacles and bumps on the road.
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URBAN СX 650

Engine     644 cc, 1 cyl., 4 stroke, 4 valve,

     air and oil cooling

Starter     electric

Power     40 hp (29.8 kW) @ 6,000 rpm

Torque    49.8 N·m @ 4,500 rpm

Max speed    130 km/h

Transmission    5-speed gearbox

Front suspension   double telescopic shock absorbers

Rear suspension   double spring shock absorbers

Front brake    single-disc hydraulic, 320 mm, ABS

Rear brake    single-disc hydraulic, 240 mm, ABS

Front / rear wheels  120/70-17" / 150/60-17", spoked wheels

Length × Width × Height  2,080 × 870 × 1,200 mm

Wheelbase    1,470 mm

Ground clearance   200 mm

Seat height   850 mm

Fuel tank capacity   12 l

Fuel consumption    3.7 l/100 km

Curb weight   192 kg

COLORS

milk white

black
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MINSK X 250 is an entry-level enduro motorcycle, an improvement 

on its predecessor, MINSK X 200. The bike is stylish and aggressive, 

having a traditional design for its purpose, but with modern trends in 

mind. 

MINSK X 250 is ideal for both dirt track riding and touring, because it 

lets you choose and boldly take on all kinds of terrain.

MINSK X 250 differs from the previous model by the powerful 16-

horsepower engine with a capacity of 225 cc, which meets the 

rider’s needs on asphalt and in its element — off-road. The engine 

is reliably protected from the impacts of rocks and obstacles with 

strong covers, and the rider’s hands are protected by plastic 

shields on the handlebars with aluminum inserts. A shield on the 

headlight is fixed using rubber spacers, which protect it from 

premature breakage and loosening. Disc brakes and abrasion-

resistant “knobby” tires provide for effective braking and 

maintain stability on any surface.

The main advantage of MINSK X 250 is the ability to ride 

dynamically and confidently on off-road of any complexity, 

getting a lot of adrenaline, drive and positive emotions. The bike 

can be converted for city use and be a stylish motard as well.

X 250
ENDURO



X 250 ENDURO

FEATURES
The air-cooled carburetor engine offers reliability, easy maintenance and 

very low spare part costs. The four-stroke engine with good torque 

ensures confident off-road and uphill travel without loss of traction.

The plastic surrounds of the headlight and turn signals are fixed using 

special rubber mounts to prevent breakage. Engine and arm guards are 

also available.

Upright and high landing, soft and comfortable seat and comfortable 

wide handlebar grip.

A reinforced inverted front fork.

Modern LED optics, an electronic speedometer and a USB port for 

charging mobile devices.

The muffler combines compact size and sporty look, providing a ba-

lance between power, torque and economy.

In case of relaxed driving in urban conditions, fuel consumption will not 

exceed 2.8 liters of gasoline per 100 kilometers.
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ENDURO X 250

Engine     225 cc, 1 cyl., 4 stroke, air cooling

Starter     electric / kickstarter

Power     16.3 hp (12.2 kW) @ 8,500 rpm

Torque    17 N·m @ 6,000 rpm

Max speed    110 km/h

Transmission    5-speed gearbox

Front suspension   telescopic inverted fork

Rear suspension   single shock absorber

Front / rear brakes   disc / disc

Front / rear wheels   3.0-21" (90/90-21") / 4.6-18" (120/90-18"), 

    spoked wheels

Length × Width × Height  2,210 × 850 × 1,215 mm

Wheelbase    1,450 mm

Ground clearance   260 mm

Fuel tank capacity   10 l

Fuel consumption    2.8 l/100 km

Curb weight    133 kg

COLORS

35

black

black and white

camouflage

orange
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The appearance of the MINSK Goose 400 speaks about its purpose – 

the high windshield, the sharp “beak” of the front fender under the 

headlight, the confident upright seating position and the spoked 

wheels promise a comfortable ride both on the highways and on all 

kinds of off-road terrain.

The bike’s suspension is designed for off-road operation, but will 

not be felt as too soft on smooth asphalt. The engine is single-

cylinder, four-valve, with a dual camshaft, air-oil cooling and a 

5-gear transmission. The power system uses a carburetor. This 

decision is dictated by lower cost compared with the injector 

power system, a simpler design and greater maintainability. The 

engine power is 27.3 hp, with an impressive torque of 32.5 N·m at 

5,000 rpm, allowing to reach a speed of up to 120 km/h. The air 

and oil cooling system of the engine is implemented using the 

front of the frame as a radiator. This helped to eliminate 

unnecessary parts and components, and hence the possibility 

of damage.

ADVENTURE

GOOSE 400



GOOSE 400 ADVENTURE

FEATURES
The dashboard is electronic and equipped with all the necessary indicators: 

tachometer, speedometer, daily mileage counter, display of gear engaged, 

fuel level gauge and clock. A USB charging port is also located in the same 

unit.

The air choke control handle (suction valve) is located on the handlebar.

The engine is air-oil cooled. But there is no oil radiator as such, and oil is 

cooled in the front part of the frame. The oil filler neck and dipstick are on 

top. You can check the level sitting on the bike. The lubrication system is 

dry-sump.

The 15-liter fuel tank is metal, which makes it possible to attach a bag on 

a magnet.

The wide windshield has a cross support metal bracket to minimize 

vibration while riding. The windshield can easily be removed if needed.

Hand and engine protection and luggage system mounting frames are 

included.

CHOHO 520SX gland chain.
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ADVENTURE GOOSE 400

Engine     397 cc, 1 cyl, 4 stroke, air and oil cooling

Starter     electric

Power     27.3 hp (20.4 kW) @ 7,000 rpm

Torque    32.5 N·m @ 5,000 rpm

Max speed    120 km/h

Transmission    5-speed gearbox

Front suspension   telescopic fork with hydraulic shock absorbers, 

    leg diameter 42 mm

Rear suspension   swinging with single spring-hydraulic 

    shock absorber

Front / rear brakes   disc / disc

Front / rear wheels   90/90-21" / 130/80-17", spoked wheels

Length × Width × Height 2,200 × 840 × 1,370 mm

Wheelbase    1,430 mm

Seat height   850 mm

Ground clearance   250 mm

Fuel tank capacity   15 l

Fuel consumption   3.4 l/100 km

Curb weight    162 kg

COLORS

grey & red
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MINSK Vesna 50 and 125 city scooters combine impeccable vintage 

style, excellent dynamics and riding comfort necessary for a busy 

city life. The exterior of this model refers to the legendary Italian 

scooters, whose classic and unusual appearance has been setting 

the design trends for many years and is still in fashion. 

The comfort of the MINSK Vesna model is ensured by a modern 

seat made of high-quality materials, a rear suspension with two 

shock absorbers, a proven combination of front disc and rear drum 

brakes, as well as convenient adjustable rear-view mirrors. 

The dynamic characteristics of the engine in combination with 

small dimensions and weight of the scooter guarantee excellent 

acceleration characteristics, high maneuverability in a city traffic 

flow and low fuel appetite. Compact and handy, it is great for 

travel and in the metropolitan area and rides outside it. 

With Vesna scooters, the romance and drive of the last century 

return to the roads of our time, gaining recognition and approval 

of both the younger generation and adult fashion lovers. MINSK 

Vesna is not just a scooter, it is style, drive, practicality, and a 

way of life!

SCOOTERS

VESNA



VESNA 50 / 125 SCOOTERS

FEATURES
Equipped with a 4-stroke, single-cylinder, carburetor engine. This type of 

engine is known for its reliability, low fuel quality standards and simple 

design. The engine volume is enough for a relaxed ride around town and for 

dynamic starts from traffic lights.

With its 6-liter fuel tank and low fuel consumption, you’ll rarely have to 

think about refueling.

The handlebar features a retro-style dashboard that displays the 

necessary parameters in a convenient format. The lights, turns and 

electric starter control buttons are ergonomically positioned.

A spacious seat with a ribbed surface is made of non-slip and wear-

resistant material.

The trunk takes up all the space under the seat and accommodates a 

helmet or other necessary items. The glove compartment has a USB 

port for charging a cell phone or other devices, which is a big plus in 

today’s urban environment.

The front suspension is made in the form of a telescopic fork, which 

provides comfort and smooth running, and, at the same time, the 

excellent cushioning of bumps. The rear suspension consists of two-

shock absorber-springs with a fine-tuned damping.

The LED tail lights with turn signals and halogen headlights ensure 

excellent visibility at all times.
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SCOOTERS VESNA 50 / 125

Engine     Vesna 50: 49 6 , 1 ., 4  . cc cyl stroke

     6 , 1 ., 4 Vesna 125: 124. cc cyl stroke

Starter     electric

Power     Vesna 50: 3.0 hp (2.2 kW) @ 7,500 rpm

     7.7 hp (5.7 kW) @ 7,000 rpmVesna 125: 

Torque    Vesna 50: 3.05 N·m @ 5,500 rpm

     8.0 N·m @ 5,500 rpmVesna 125: 

Max speed  55 km/h  Vesna 50: 

    80 km/hVesna 125: 

Transmission    automatic CVT

Front suspension   telescopic fork

Rear suspension   two shock absorbers

Front / rear brakes   disc / drum

Front / rear wheels   110/70-12" / 120/70-12", alloy wheels

Length × Width × Height  1,900 × 700 × 1,145 mm

Wheelbase    1,335 mm

Ground clearance   130 mm

Fuel tank capacity   6 l

Fuel consumption   2 2 /100 kmVesna 50: . l

     2 8 /100 kmVesna 125: . l

Curb weight   101 kg Vesna 50: 

     110 kgVesna 125: 

SPECIFICATIONS

COLORS
red

(Vesna 50)

(Vesna 125)

(Vesna 50)

(Vesna 125)

silver

white

black
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WHY MINSK?

SERVICE AND WARRANTY HISTORYPOPULARITYRELIABILITY

We cooperate only with the best and 

trustworthy component suppliers, 

performing a thorough screening 

and inspection of all parts and 

components for MINSK motorcycles 

assembly.

The brand is highly appreciated and 

loved. There is a large aftermarket 

for motorcycles, fan clubs, owners' 

groups, reviews and service reports. 

You will always have someone to ride 

with and talk to.

We have been producing motor-

cycles for over 70 years. Every 

motorcycle model is thoroughly 

tested in our laboratory, and all of 

our motorcycles come with a quality 

certificate. Today the production 

site of MINSK motorcycles is one of 

the biggest ones in Eastern Europe.

One year or 3,000 km warranty. 

Servicing is available at authorized 

dealerships in different regions. 

More than 5,000 spare parts for 

repair and service are always 

available.





«MotoVeloZavod LLC»

Partizansky prospekt 8,

Minsk, 220033, Belarus

Reception:

+375 17 298-21-03

info@mvz.by

Sales department:

+375 44 562-84-58

moto@motovelo.by

Service center: bgom@motovelo.by

     minsk.motorcycles

www.minsk-moto.by

The specific details of this brochure do not apply to any particular product supplied or offered for sale. 

Manufacturer reserves the right to vary specifications, including colours, with or without notice at such times 

in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor changes may be involved.


